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Let R be a ring, E a left jR-module, and set 

R'(E) = R' = End* E, R"(E) = R" = End*, E. 

We say that E is balanced in case the natural homomorphism X: R—*Rn 

under which x^Kx where \x(v)—xv, VvÇzE, is an isomorphism. The 
classical Wedderburn theorem gives a criterion for a module to be 
balanced. We give a very short proof of a theorem of Morita (in the 
terminology of [l]) which implies many such criteria. 

A left JR-module E is said to be a generator (for left i?-modules) if 
every jR-module can be expressed as a homomorphic image of 
(possibly infinite) direct sum of copies of E. 

THEOREM 1. Let E be a generator. Then E is balanced. 

PROOF. We first prove that for any module F, R®F is balanced. 
Given vÇzR®F, there exists an element <l>ÇzR'(R®F) such that 
0(1) =v (we view R and F as embedded in R®F as R®0 and 0®F 
respectively). Let p:R®F-~±R be the projection. Let fER"(R®F). 
Then/(1)==#>(1)=£/(1). Hence / ( l )G i? . I t follows that 

M = MD = «/(I) - <K/(iH) - /(D*(i) - ƒ(!>• 
This proves what we wanted. 

Let £ be a generator. There exists a surjective homomorphism 
En—>R for some integer n è 1 (we can take w finite because R is gen
erated by one element). Since R is in fact free, we can write En = R®F 
for some module F. Hence En is balanced. We conclude the proof with 
the following lemma. 

LEMMA. If E is any module and En is balanced, then E is balanced. 

PROOF. An element <££End2î(£w) can be represented by a matrix 
(<t>ij) with 0#£Endiî(jE), namely for vÇ£En with components Vj(EE 
we have 

0 1 1 * • • <t>ln 

, 0 n l * * * <t>nn, 

'Vi 

Ju* 

hetfER"(E). Then the matrix 
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